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Abstract

During the past decade, Grid computing has gained popularity as a means
to build powerful computing infrastructures by aggregating distributed com-
puting capacity. Grid technology allows computing resources that belong to
different organizations to be integrated into a single unified system image – a
Grid. As such, Grid technology constitutes a key enabler of large-scale, cross-
organizational sharing of computing resources. An important objective for the
Virtual Organizations (VOs) that result from such sharing is to tame the dis-
tributed capacity of the Grid in order to manage it and make fair and efficient
use of the pooled computing resources.

Most Grids to date have, however, been completely unregulated, essentially
serving as a “source of free CPU cycles” for authorized Grid users. Whenever
unrestricted access is admitted to a shared resource there is a risk of over-
exploitation and degradation of the common resource, a phenomenon often
referred to as “the tragedy of the commons”. This thesis addresses this problem
by presenting two complementary Grid capacity allocation systems that allow
the aggregate computing capacity of a Grid to be divided between users in order
to protect the Grid from overuse while delivering fair service that satisfies the
individual computational needs of different user groups.

These two Grid capacity allocation mechanisms constitute the core contri-
bution of this thesis. The first mechanism, the SweGrid Accounting System
(SGAS), addresses the need for coordinated soft, real-time quota enforcement
across Grid sites. The SGAS project was an early adopter of the service-
oriented principles that are now common practice in the Grid community, and
the system has been tested in the Swegrid production environment. Further-
more, SGAS has been included in the Globus Toolkit, the de-facto standard
Grid middleware toolkit. SGAS employs a credit-based allocation model where
research projects are granted quota allowances that can be spent across the Grid
resources, which charge users for their resource consumption. This enforcement
of usage limits thus produces real-time overuse protection.

The second approach, employed by the Fair Share Grid (FSGrid) system,
uses a share-based allocation model where project entitlements are expressed
in terms of hierarchical share policies that logically divide the Grid capacity
between user groups. By coordinating local job scheduling to maintain these
global capacity shares, the Grid resources collectively strive to schedule users
for a “share of the Grid”. We refer to this cooperative scheduling model as
decentralized Grid-wide fairshare scheduling.
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Chapter 1

Background and Motivation

Grid technology enables virtualization of distributed computing capacity by
integrating computational resources that belong to different administrative do-
mains into a single unified system image – a Grid. In this context, the term
“computational resource” is used in its widest sense. Grids are heterogeneous
environments that can integrate a wide spectrum of resources ranging from or-
dinary desktop PCs, high-performance computer clusters, storage/file systems,
and databases to applications, and specialized scientific instruments. Even
similar types of devices may differ in several aspects. For example in terms
of platforms, hardware/software architectures, security solutions, and data for-
mats.

With its focus on cross-domain integration of heterogeneous resources, Grid
technology is primarily used to enable large-scale resource sharing where organi-
zations pool their computing resources to create a flexible and powerful comput-
ing platform on which to launch computations and federate data repositories.
This type of sharing arrangement that crosses (real) organization boundaries
results in a virtual organization (VO) [14] between the collaborating parties.
An important objective for VOs is to make efficient use of the provisioned re-
source capacity to maintain a high degree of overall system utilization while
satisfying the service needs of individual projects.

Lacking capacity allocation mechanisms that operate across the Grid, the
capacity of most Grid systems to date have been completely unregulated, essen-
tially making the Grid a “source of free CPU cycles” for authorized users. When
unrestricted access is admitted to a shared resource, the pursuit of the individ-
ual good eventually causes over-exploitation and degradation of the common
resource – a phenomenon often referred to as the “tragedy of the commons”
[16]. Apart from preventing such overuse, it is important to be able to offer
differentiated usage guarantees to accommodate the differing needs and im-
portance of projects. Both of these issues are addressed in this work, which
focuses on the problem of dividing aggregate VO capacity between the commu-
nity user groups in a fair manner. The main contribution of this thesis is the
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

development of capacity allocation mechanisms that operate on a Grid-wide
scale.

Enforcing usage limits has been common practice at high performance com-
puting (HPC) centers for a long time. These traditional capacity allocation sys-
tems typically regulate usage of a single (cluster) machine. In contrast to these
machine-targeted capacity allocations, the allocations we consider are Grid-
wide and can be consumed on any combination of Grid resources, which not
only reduces the administrative overhead but also improves usage flexibility
and overall utilization of resources. We have essentially extended the tradi-
tional machine-targeted techniques to apply to the Grid as a whole. Although
extending this concept to Grids may appear straightforward on a conceptual
level (after all, a Grid can be regarded as a single, although distributed, com-
puting resource) the inherent challenges of Grid environments (described in
Section 2.1) makes it a far from trivial exercise.

We have investigated two complementary capacity allocation mechanisms
targeted towards collaborative Grid environments. The overall purpose of both
approaches is the same – to divide Grid capacity and provide usage guarantees
to user groups. The approaches mainly differ in how they express and enforce
capacity allotments. The first approach (described in Section 3.2) uses a credit-
based capacity allocation model where projects are granted credit allocations
that can be spent across the resources, which perform admission control based
on credit balance. The other approach (described in Section 3.3) uses a share-
based capacity model where projects are granted target shares of the total
VO capacity, which resources enforce collectively by coordinating local job
scheduling. Both of these capacity allocation mechanisms can be characterized
as cooperation-based, with enforcement being carried out by Grid resources in a
collective effort. This can be contrasted with the competition-based approaches
to capacity allocation used in market-based resource allocation systems where
resources compete for clients via market-like trading of resources. A discussion
on different capacity allocation systems can be found in Section 3.5.

Before presenting the allocation mechanisms in more detail, the next chap-
ter lays the groundwork for understanding these solutions by briefly introducing
the concept of Grid computing.
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Chapter 2

Introduction to Grid
Computing

As discussed in the previous chapter, a Grid system connects a dynamic set of
distributed and heterogeneous computing resources into a unified system that
can be used to solve computationally intensive problems as well as store and
manage large volumes of data.

The main drivers behind Grid computing are the emergence of e-science,
with its great need for computing capacity, and rapid improvements in network
performance, which have made it feasible to transfer applications and data to
remote sites for execution [11]. The trend in science towards more collaborative
modes of working, together with the need for large-scale experiments and an
increased interest in simulations, has lead to research disciplines whose prob-
lems are so computationally intensive and produce such quantities of data that
they cannot be feasibly solved on a single computer. For example, high energy
physicists from scientific centers all over the world pool computational, storage
and network resources to analyze the Petabytes of data that will be generated
by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [24] – a giant particle accelerator oper-
ated by CERN. Other, so called, “Grand Challenge” problems that require
similar amounts of computing capacity are found in areas such as fluid dynam-
ics, climate/weather modeling, molecular biology, earthquake simulations, and
biomedical imaging.

There are several ways that collaborations can benefit from the pooling
of computing resources that Grid technology enables. Some of the benefits
include:

• Increased capacity. Via a shared pool of high performance computers
and/or desktop PCs, a large amount of parallel CPU capacity can be
aggregated, which allows “larger-than-supercomputer” problems to be
tackled.
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CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION TO GRID COMPUTING

• Improved utilization. By granting access to a larger user community, re-
source providers may accept additional workloads at times of low local
load to maintain a high degree of utilization and prevent idle processor
cycles. Furthermore, a Grid can balance load between resources by mov-
ing computations to under-utilized resources, potentially achieving higher
overall throughput.

• Increased flexibility. Additional resources can be provisioned dynamically
to the Grid in response to changing load.

• Data/application sharing. Applications and data distributed across the
Grid can be shared between collaboration partners, potentially reducing
application license costs and allowing greater sharing of results.

• Special device access. Grids enable access to scientific instruments and
specialized resources that cannot be located locally for cost or practical
reasons. The LHC is an example of such a device.

Thus far, Grid technology has mostly been used in scientific settings where
research institutes pool their resources. However, in recent years several com-
mercial key players1 have increasingly been adopting Grid-based solutions.

2.1 Grid System Characteristics

The loosely coupled2 and dynamic nature of Grids together with their ability
to support computations that cross administrative domains sets them quite
far apart from more tightly coupled cluster computing systems and traditional
(single-organization) distributed systems.

There are additional Grid characteristics [34] that, taken together, make
infrastructure development in Grid environments a challenging task. Grid sys-
tems are typically large-scale systems that integrate widely distributed comput-
ing resources that belong to different administrative (and security) domains.
Therefore management in Grids tends to be decentralized, with resource own-
ers always retaining ultimate control over their resources. The disparate set
of computing resources that are shared by the VO participants can be het-
erogeneous in terms of hardware, platform, software stacks and data formats.
Furthermore, since VO members constitute a wider and less trusted user com-
munity than that of intra-organizational systems, security becomes an even
more important aspect as compared to tightly coupled systems.

Together, these characteristics place additional requirements on software
written for Grid environments as compared to software written for tightly cou-
pled systems. In summary, Grid software needs to address the issues of scale,
security, heterogeneity, and decentralization.

1HP, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, and Oracle to name a few.
2Components of loosely coupled system minimize their built-in knowledge of each other.

Discovery of components and their capabilities is performed on demand (“late discovery”).
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2.2. EXECUTING A JOB ON THE GRID

2.2 Executing a Job on the Grid

One of the primary uses of Grid computing is remote execution of computa-
tions. To date, Grids have mostly been used to solve embarrassingly parallel
problems. That is, problems whose parts can be independently solved without
communicating data between the subproblem computations. Therefore, the
perhaps most common use case in scientific Grid environments involves the
submission of a uni-processor “job” (computational task) for remote execution
on the Grid.

The typical steps involved in this procedure are shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: A remote job execution in a Grid.

A client wishing to execute a computational task on the Grid sends a job
request to the Grid for execution on a remote computing resource. Typically,
users do not need to decide on which resource to execute the job, although
they can. The job request includes a job description that describes the resource
requirements of the job. This may include the required hardware architecture,
processor and memory requirements, a wallclock time estimate and optional
network locations for input data files, executable and output files.

Job requests are typically submitted via a resource broker3, which selects a
target resource for each job according to some criteria, such as earliest estimated
completion time. The broker thus acts as an abstraction layer that hides the
complexity of the Grid from the user and strives to optimize the selection of
resources for each job. Resources register their presence in the Grid via a
service registry. The broker queries this registry to obtain a set of resource
candidates. This set is narrowed down by filtering out resources that do not

3The broker may be located on the client computer or be a remote network service.
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fulfill the job requirements. The broker finally submits the job, on behalf of the
user, to the resource candidate that is deemed best according to the broker’s
selection criteria.

Unless the user-specified input files and executable are already located on
the target resource, these need to be downloaded to the resource prior to ex-
ecuting the job. This “stage in” step is typically performed by the resource
at arrival of the job request. When all input files are in place the workload
manager on the resource submits the job to the underlying resource manage-
ment system, where the job may need to wait in a batch queue before being
executed4. When the job has finished executing the resource may optionally
upload (“stage out”) result files to a user-specified external storage location.

The registration and late discovery of Grid resources via the service registry
facilitates loose coupling between Grid components and adds flexibility by en-
abling dynamic provisioning. That is, resources can be dynamically added and
removed from the Grid, for example, in response to changing load.

Resource owners that contribute resources to a Grid make resources avail-
able to a larger and less trusted user community than during normal intra-
domain operation. Furthermore, users may upload and execute untrusted code
on the resources. Therefore, authentication and access control become critical
issues in Grid environments. Grid security [4] is built around Public Key In-
frastructures (PKI) and each Grid entity (user as well as resource) is identified
by an X.509 certificate signed by a Certificate Authority (CA). Under normal
operation all communication is authenticated (and optionally protected) and
authorized.

The domain-crossing and dynamic nature of Grid computations, which may
access remote resources (such as files or databases) and launch additional sub-
computations of their own, requires special security measures to prevent manual
user re-authentication whenever a job accesses a remote resource. This is solved
via single sign-on and rights delegation [43]. Single sign-on allows the user to
type the password once, which creates a temporary proxy certificate (signed
with the user’s private key) that can be used by processes to authenticate
on behalf of the user. Via the delegation mechanism, a remote process can be
granted (a subset of) the user rights, which for example, allows a job to request
file transfers and authenticate as the user to the GridFTP server. Delegation
works recursively, so that sub-computations in turn may delegate rights further.

In scientific environments such as Swegrid [36] that integrate computer clus-
ters from different HPC centers, each site runs a middleware workload manager
that receives Grid job submissions and passes on authorized requests to the un-
derlying resource management system for execution. The workload manager
translates the Grid job description into a format understood by the local re-
source manager. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic view of a Grid-enabled computer
cluster.

4Batch systems are typically used on computer clusters. If the job is submitted to a
desktop PC the job is normally executed in a forked off process.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic view of a Grid-enabled cluster resource.

The cluster generally has a master node, through which jobs are submitted.
The master node receives job requests and dispatches them onto compute nodes
(“slave nodes”) which carry out the actual computations. The master node runs
a resource manager, which controls the cluster compute nodes and handles node
allocation for jobs. Unless compute nodes are time-shared and if all nodes
are occupied, incoming jobs have to wait in the batch queue. A scheduler
decides the execution order for waiting jobs, usually by calculating some policy-
influenced priority for each queued job. The scheduler may be an integral part
of the resource manager or it may be an external component that is plugged
into the resource manager for custom scheduling algorithms.

2.3 Interoperability, SOA and Web Services

One of the biggest challenges in Grid environments is that of coping with het-
erogeneity. Even access to similar types of devices is complicated by differences
in platform, resource protocols, interfaces, request formats, and security solu-
tions. Abstraction layers are needed to mask these differences and provide a
uniform way to access resources despite internal differences.

Interoperability is thus a primary concern that needs to be addressed in
order to achieve seamless Grid operation and virtualization across administra-
tive domains and a widely heterogeneous range of resources and technological
platforms. In networked environments, interoperability requires standard pro-
tocols.

After initial efforts in this direction aimed at developing a protocol-oriented
Grid network stack [14], the Grid community later joined forces with the Web
services community and redefined Grid mechanisms in terms of reusable compo-
nents in a service-oriented architecture (SOA) [34] as described in [13]. In Web
services [3] (a SOA realization), a uniform representation and access mechanism
was found that could represent everything from physical resources (a compute
resource, a telescope, a database, a storage element), to information (registries,
metadata) and “activities” (a job, a database query). In the service-oriented
approach all Grid entities are modelled and accessed via abstract service inter-
faces, defined in terms of their supported message exchanges. Figure 2.3 shows
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the same picture as Figure 2.1, but now all entities (including physical resources
and infrastructure components) are part of a service-oriented architecture with
an additional service interface layer for uniform access to resources. For ex-
ample, even though the two computing resources run different back-end batch
systems, jobs can be submitted to them through the same service interface.
The interface implementation on each resource forms an abstraction layer that
converts service requests into the native request format prescribed by the local
batch system interface.

Figure 2.3: A service-oriented Grid.

In essence, Web services technology enables applications to invoke each
other across the network in an interoperable manner (independent of language
and platform). Web services are based on a few XML-based key specifications.
Abstract service interfaces are described using the Web Services Description
Language (WSDL) [42], which is completely platform independent and does
not reveal any implementation details. Operations are invoked via the SOAP
protocol [33], which conveys the XML-encoded invocation over the transport
protocol (typically HTTP) to the receiving service endpoint.

With its focus on abstract interfaces and interoperable operation, Web ser-
vices technology is well suited for systems integration in heterogeneous Grid
environments. Specifically, Web services technology can virtualize Grid re-
sources by hiding implementation details behind common interfaces. For ex-
ample, defining a standard Web service interface for Grid-enabled databases
would allow clients to access all Grid databases in a uniform manner, despite
internal differences.

SOA and Web services also emphasize loose coupling between components.
This allows system components to minimize their built-in knowledge of each
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other and discover service properties (interface, capabilities, location, sup-
ported protocols) when needed (“late discovery”). Loose coupling is achieved
by having services advertise themselves, and their properties, into a registry for
later discovery by clients, as shown in Figure 2.3. Loose coupling is a particu-
larly useful feature in Grid environments, where resources come and go and a
client may not know in advance what resource to use or how.

Besides addressing fundamental needs of Grid computing (abstraction and
loose coupling), other benefits of Web services include the standard inter-
face definition language (WSDL) and the wire protocol for service invocations
(SOAP) that come for free. This raises the abstraction level by allowing de-
velopers to think in terms of service interfaces instead of low-level protocol
interactions. The Grid community can also leverage the heavy industry invest-
ments in Web services standardization and tooling.

Standardization is key to the long-term success of Grid computing. The
Open Grid Forum (OGF)5 [26] is an organization of industry representatives
and researchers that develops and promotes the adoption of Grid standards.
Part of the OGF effort is the work on a service-oriented blueprint for Grid com-
puting – the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [37]. OGSA describes
a core Grid computing architecture defined in terms of service interfaces that
provide Grid access through Web services, or equivalently, deliver the Grid as
service. OGSA defines services for managing execution, data, resources, secu-
rity and information. Other important organizations for Web services-related
standards include the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [45] and the Or-
ganization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS)
[25].

When it comes to middleware, the Globus Toolkit (GT) [12] has become
something of a de-facto standard, upon which many Grid projects build their
software. GT is an open-source Web service development framework that im-
plements Web services standards via toolkit primitives that can be assembled
into standards-compliant Grid software.

5Formed by merging the Global Grid Forum (GGF) and the Enterprise Grid Alliance
(EGA).
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Chapter 3

Two Approaches to Grid
Capacity Allocation

The main contribution of this thesis is the design, development and evalua-
tion of Grid infrastructure for capacity allocation in Grid environments. This
thesis presents two allocation mechanisms that operate across the Grid to log-
ically divide the aggregate VO capacity between user groups and coordinate
enforcement of capacity allotments. The presented solutions mainly differ in
two respects: (i) the model used to express allocations and (ii) the approach
to enforce allocations. Both mechanisms, however, share a common set of
requirements:

• Fairness. The mechanism should be easy to understand and be perceived
as fair by users. Users should feel that the promised usage guarantees are
met and that they are able to receive their promised entitlements.

• Transparency. The mechanism must not impose an unreasonable burden
on the user. Ideally, users should be able to remain unaware of the
underlying capacity allocation mechanism.

• Site autonomy. Resource owners must always retain ultimate control over
the use of their resources. The degree of enforcement and the degree of
control delegated to the allocation mechanism must be configurable via
local site policies.

• Simple deployment. The resource allocation mechanism should be easy
to deploy into the existing infrastructure, and run on different combina-
tions of middleware and scheduling systems, without the need to rewrite
underlying software.

• Decentralized enforcement. System operation must not rely on a central
enforcement point, as such a solution would make the system vulnerable

11



CHAPTER 3. TWO APPROACHES TO GRID CAPACITY ALLOCATION

to failures and cause scalability problems. The Grid must be able to
function despite the failure of a component.

Both of the proposed capacity allocation mechanisms reserve capacity via
a priori allocations. Essentially, we assume a collaborative Grid environment
with a policy-driven allocation model, where capacity is granted by allocation
authorities via political decisions. Such allocation models are quite common
in scientific environments, such as Swegrid, TeraGrid, and more generally at
academic HPC centers. An operation context for the proposed systems is thus
assumed where allocations are granted on a project-by-project basis by a VO
allocation authority. The sizes of these capacity shares could, for instance, be
based on an assessment of computational needs and project importance. Al-
ternatively, if allocations are traded for real money, the allotment size could be
determined by price. In both of the proposed capacity allocation mechanisms,
allocation enforcement is carried out by the resources in a collective manner,
with resources cooperating to enforce capacity allotments.

This chapter briefly introduces the capacity allocation systems presented in
the papers. Section 3.1 outlines the operation context of the capacity allocation
mechanisms in some more detail. Section 3.2 describes the SweGrid Accounting
System (SGAS), which can be characterized as a coarse-grained and hard quota
enforcement system. The Fair Share Grid (FSGrid) system, which employs a
more fine-grained and soft mechanism, which we refer to as decentralized Grid-
wide fairshare scheduling, is introduced in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 summarizes
the contributions of each paper in the thesis. Finally, the chapter ends with a
few words on related work (Section 3.5) and a concluding discussion (Section
3.6) of the systems, including a comparison of the systems and an account of
open issues and directions for future work.

3.1 Operation Context

Although we do not exclude use in commercial pay-per-use or utility com-
puting environments, where Grid allocations would be traded for real money,
we have mainly focused our efforts towards collaborative Grid environments
such as those often found in scientific settings, where research institutes pool
their computational resources. Furthermore, the solutions are primarily tar-
geted towards Swegrid-like HPC environments that integrate computer clus-
ters with dedicated job execution nodes (no time-sharing between jobs and
non-preemptive job scheduling). In this context we distinguish three main
stakeholders that our system serves, as illustrated in Figure 3.1:

• Resource owners, who contribute resources to VOs.

• Allocation authority, which divides the aggregate VO capacity between
user groups.

12



3.2. THE SWEGRID ACCOUNTING SYSTEM (SGAS)

• User groups, who consume Grid resources subject to the restrictions im-
posed by the allocation authority.

Figure 3.1: The system context.

These stakeholders have differing, and to some extent conflicting, goals
(presented in more detail in Paper III). To summarize, these goals represent
a conflict between global and local resource control and a trade-off between
resource utilization and (strict) fairness. The capacity allocation mechanism,
shown in the center of the figure, acts as a mediator, which tries to satisfy the
needs of all stakeholders. In essence, it strives to allow the allocation authority
to divide the aggregate VO capacity between users in a fair manner and coordi-
nate allocation enforcement across the Grid without sacrificing resource owner
autonomy. The figure shows the two capacity allocation mechanisms that are
presented in this thesis – SGAS and FSGrid. These systems are briefly intro-
duced in the following sections.

An example of an environment that fits this model is Swegrid [36], a produc-
tion Grid for academic research. The CPU time of Swegrid, which integrates
six 100-CPU high-performance computer clusters, is controlled by the Swedish
National Allocation Committee (SNAC) [32]. SNAC thus serves as an alloca-
tion authority that, after a peer-reviewed application process, grants CPU time
on Swegrid to research projects that require substantial computing power.

3.2 The SweGrid Accounting System (SGAS)

The SweGrid Accounting System (SGAS) is a Grid capacity allocation mecha-
nism that specifically addresses the need for overuse protection and differenti-
ated usage guarantees, by coordinating the enforcement of usage limits across
the Grid. The usage limits are modelled by credit-based quota allowances that
are granted to projects by the allocation authority (see Figure 3.1). Users spend
their credits across the Grid resources, which cooperate to enforce quotas and
prevent overuse.

13



CHAPTER 3. TWO APPROACHES TO GRID CAPACITY ALLOCATION

SGAS was initially targeted towards usage logging and cross-site enforce-
ment of capacity allocations within Swegrid, thus supporting the SNAC tran-
sition from machine-targeted grants to Grid-wide grants that count towards
Swegrid as a whole. Despite being targeted towards the Swegrid environment,
SGAS has been designed with generality and flexibility in mind to tackle the in-
herent heterogeneity in Grid environments. Therefore, the design emphasizes
simple integration into different combinations of middleware and scheduling
systems.

In the credit-based capacity allocation model employed by SGAS, user
groups are granted Grid-wide quotas that represent a time-limited Grid ca-
pacity share. User groups spend their credits by executing jobs on the Grid
resources, which charge users for the resources consumed by their jobs (nor-
mally based on the wallclock time duration of the job). Allocations are enforced
in a decentralized manner by the Grid resources, which may reject job requests
from users that have exceeded their quota. We characterize the SGAS enforce-
ment mechanism as being “real-time”, since enforcement is carried out at the
time of job submission, and “soft” since the degree of enforcement strictness
is subject to stakeholder policies. Under a strict enforcement policy, all quota-
exceeding jobs are disallowed. Under a softer enforcement mode a job may be
allowed to run despite the user having exhausted the quota, for example, to
improve local utilization at times of light load.

The SGAS design rests on an OGSA-compliant, service-oriented foundation
that addresses the key challenges of Grid environments outlined in Section 2.1.
Figure 3.2 gives a schematic view of SGAS and its components.

SGAS has three core components, which operate together across the Grid
sites to provide VO-wide accounting functionality. The Bank manages the
project allocations as a set of accounts, which contain the projects’ quota al-
lowances granted by the allocation authority. The Bank coordinates quota
enforcement across the Grid sites. The Logging and Usage Tracking Service
(LUTS ) allows Grid resources to publish usage records containing detailed in-
formation about completed jobs in a uniform format. Finally, a Job Account
Reservation Manager (JARM ) operates on each Grid resource, and performs
job admission control based on the credit balance of the job submitter.

As shown in the figure, an incoming job request on the resource is inter-
cepted (via a pre-execution middleware callout) by the JARM reservation man-
ager, which contacts the bank on behalf of the user (with the user’s delegated
proxy) to acquire a reservation on a portion of the project’s quota prior to
servicing the request, thereby enforcing project quotas and preventing overuse.
When the job completes, JARM is notified via a post-execution callout. The
JARM job commit manager then charges the account for the consumed re-
sources (for example measured in wallclock time) and logs a usage record in
the LUTS.

JARM thus integrates local resources into the VO-wide accounting context
of SGAS. The globally scoped project allocations are enforced collectively by
the JARMs, which intercept job submissions on the Grid resources and decide
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Figure 3.2: A schematic view of SGAS components.

which jobs to grant access. Although the JARMs are coordinated by the bank,
all job admission decisions are subject to local resource owner policies, which
allows bank decisions to be overruled by JARM in order to honor the site
autonomy of Grid participants.

The Bank and LUTS are remote Web services and, as such, completely inde-
pendent of the middleware solution in the targeted Grid environment. JARM,
on the other hand, which serves as the integration-point with the underlying
environment, provides plugin-points for adapter code and middleware-specific
behavior that is required to integrate JARM with new Grid software stacks.
To date, JARM has been integrated with two middlewares: GT4 [12] and the
Advanced Resource Connector (ARC) [31], both of which may run on top of
different scheduling systems (as shown in Figure 3.2) with different usage data
formats.

3.2.1 The SGAS Software

The SGAS software, which is now available as a technology preview component
in Globus Toolkit, is released under a liberal, open-source software license and
can be downloaded from the SGAS website [30], which also contains additional
material such as documentation and instructions for accessing the CVS code
repository. The software, which has been developed using GT4 Web services
primitives, is entirely Java-based, which results in portable code that runs
on any platform with Java support. Due to its intended use in the Swegrid
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production environment, SGAS has been subjected to extensive testing. During
the development phase, automatic tests were executed on a regular basis several
times a day. These tests include unit tests (testing of functionality modules),
stress tests (testing concurrency handling), and integration tests (end-to-end
system tests).

3.3 The Fair Share Grid (FSGrid) System

Whereas SGAS uses a credit-based allocation model, the Fair Share Grid (FS-
Grid) system employs a capacity allocation model that is expressed in terms
of share policies. Figure 3.3 illustrates this share-based policy model for the
stakeholders of our system (as described in Section 3.1). The model works as
follows:

Figure 3.3: Share policy model.

Resource owners divide their local resource capacity between local users
and VOs by granting them locally scoped capacity shares. This gives resource
owners a simple mechanism to control their degree of contribution to different
VOs by simply adjusting the sizes of the granted shares. From the aggregate
capacity contributed to a VO by all VO resources, the allocation authority
grants globally scoped target shares to VO user groups. These globally scoped
capacity shares apply to the total capacity of the VO resources. Via these
global shares, an allocation authority thus has fine-grained control over the
exploitation of aggregate VO capacity. The share model is hierarchical, allowing
a share to be further subdivided. For example, a VO capacity share that has
been granted to a project can be further divided across the users of the project,
each of which is granted a share of the project share. As is the case in SGAS,
users consume their entitlements by executing jobs on the Grid resources. Given
sufficient workload, the target shares of projects and users will be delivered
over time. The target shares can thus be seen as a Quality of Service (QoS)
guarantee. It should be stressed that, as is the case for SGAS, the system is
transparent to users, who can remain unaware of their allocations.
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The FSGrid approach is based on the notion of fairshare scheduling. The
fairshare scheduling technique [20] logically divides the computing capacity of
a computer among its users by granting each user a target share that represents
the portion of delivered utilization that the user is entitled to. Scheduling is
then performed by adjusting job priorities according to job owners’ historical
resource usage in order to steer resource utilization towards the target shares.
In short, priorities are calculated to favor jobs from users whose actual share
is far from their target share. Typically, a decay rate is applied to the usage
history to increase the impact of recent usage and make the scheduler disregard
from usage in the distant past. The overall goal of fairshare scheduling is to
achieve fairness (that is, deliver service proportional to target shares) over time,
with the time-frame being determined by the history decay rate.

The solution represents an extension of cluster fairshare scheduling [18] that
operates with a Grid scope across machines and organization boundaries. Such
an extension may seem straightforward on a conceptual level. However, to
enforce shares across the VO the normal local scheduling approach must be
complemented by a global scheduling mechanism that extends scheduling be-
yond the local machine boundary and is aware of VO-wide usage. In FSGrid,
global shares are enforced in a collective manner by the local resource sched-
ulers, which strive not only to maintain local shares, but also to contribute
to maintaining the global shares by observing the VO-wide usage situation.
We refer to this collective enforcement of the share policies as decentralized
Grid-wide fairshare scheduling. FSGrid enforces global capacity shares with-
out sacrificing the autonomy of participating sites, whose administrators retain
ultimate control over their resources.

Conceptually, FSGrid enables “capacity slicing”. The slicing applies both
to local capacity (when resource owners grant shares of the local resource)
and global capacity (when the allocation authority grants globally scoped VO
shares). This is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

The figure illustrates three Swedish resource sites and the computing ca-
pacity (shown as a cylinder) of each site. In the figure there are also three
VOs. Each VO is granted a share of the local resource capacity from each of
the resource owners. This can be characterized as “resource slicing”. Together,
these local capacity shares form the aggregate computing capacity of the VO
(as shown for VO-A). The exploitation of this capacity is determined by the VO
allocation authority. In the example, VO-A divides its capacity across three
projects (Project 1, 2, and 3), which could be characterized as “VO slicing”.
This subdivision could continue further. The allocation authority may, for in-
stance, grant each project manager the right to divide the project share across
a number of project members. In the example, the share of Project 1 is evenly
divided between two members (User 1 and 2).

Two things need to be stressed in this example. First, although the sizes of
the local resource capacity shares granted to the VOs are equal in the example,
they could be of any size. Second, the resource owners do not need to make
the entire capacity available to VOs. Part (or all) of the capacity could be
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Figure 3.4: “Slicing” of local resource capacity and aggregate VO capacity.

reserved for local groups and users. The same hierarchical share subdivision
applies irrespective of the scope of shares (local/global). The capacity slicing
metaphor should not be taken too literally, however, as the slicing is a logical
partitioning of capacity. It should be stressed that the shares do not represent
hard limits; the model requires that user groups actually attempt to utilize
their shares since shares are only enforced at times of contention for resources.
Furthermore, shares are not delivered at any instant. They are delivered over
time given sufficient user workload.

The share policy model has three main characteristics, which are illustrated
in Figure 3.5. First, there is a notion of share scope, depending on whether
a share applies to local resource capacity (the resource “slices” in Figure 3.4)
or global VO-wide capacity (the VO-A capacity “slicing” in Figure 3.4). The
scope of a share is really determined by the scope of its usage data source, since
the usage data source determines the actual usage from which the target share
deviation is calculated. For global policies, the usage data source will refer to
a service publishing Grid-wide utilization data, such as the logging service of
SGAS (LUTS), whereas the usage data source of a local policy typically refers
to a local usage database. Second, the share policy model is hierarchical and the
policies form a tree of shares and sub-shares. Each node in the policy tree thus
represents a share of the parent share. Third, the model supports remote policy
references, which essentially represents a mechanism that allows policy nodes
to “mount” a remote share policy. This mechanism serves a dual purpose. On
the one hand, it allows resource owners to delegate sub-policy definitions to VO
allocation authorities. On the other hand, it allows VO allocation authorities
to distribute sub-policy definitions to resource owners, thereby coordinating
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the VO resources to enforce the same share policy across the entire VO.

Figure 3.5: Share policy characteristics.

The hierarchical policy model in concert with the remote policy reference
mechanism supports the principle of subsidiarity. It allows capacity distribution
decisions to be delegated down the organization hierarchy to those that best
know the local needs. For example, the resource owner determines the share of
local capacity to grant to a VO, but the resource owner may be indifferent to
how the VO chooses to exploit its share. Similarly, a VO allocation authority
determines how to distribute the VO capacity among VO projects but may not
be interested in how individual projects use their shares, and may therefore
delegate a project manager the right to further divide the share between project
members.

Share enforcement is carried out collectively, via coordinated scheduling, by
the local resource schedulers, which strive to maintain local shares as well as
contribute to maintaining the global shares. The job scheduling algorithm that
is executed on each resource, could be characterized as a “least-favored-first”
scheduling policy that strives to schedule jobs for the least favored policy entry.
Such an entry can be found via a top-down policy tree traversal by selecting
the entry whose actual share is farthest from its target share at each tree level.
The same algorithm is used to enforce both locally and globally scoped shares.
The difference in enforcement lies in the scope of the usage data source. A
VO-wide usage data source is needed to determine the actual usage for a VO
member and enforce global shares.

The algorithm can be expressed by assigning each queued job a single dec-
imal priority value. This allows for easy integration of FSGrid with existing
priority-based schedulers as a priority factor callout. With this approach, the
existing scheduler is shielded from the details of the (global and hierarchical)
share policy model. Furthermore, it allows the resource owner to control the
impact of FSGrid on local scheduling by adjusting the weight that is applied
to the fairshare priority factor. The details of the algorithm and its inherent
properties are further explained in Paper IV.
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3.4 Summary of Papers

3.4.1 Paper I

Paper I [29] presents SGAS as a Web services-based Grid accounting system
that addresses the need for coordinated, real-time enforcement of Grid-wide
resource allocations across the HPC centers in Swegrid. The paper summarizes
early prototype work on SGAS and presents its credit-based accounting model
and introduces the system components. The paper gives a detailed account
for how standards and Globus Toolkit primitives are leveraged in the system.
The policy customization capabilities of SGAS are also illustrated via a set of
simulations that exemplify the use of different degrees of quota enforcement
strictness. Finally, the paper discusses some early experiences from the testing
carried out in the Swegrid production environment.

Paper I is an extended and revised version of [28]. The original paper
described ongoing prototype work that was carried out using the, now obsolete,
Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI) [39] and its reference implementation
Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3). OGSI is the predecessor of the Web Services Resource
Framework (WSRF) [38], which supports stateful interactions between Web
services. The revision from [28] briefly touches upon the SGAS transition
towards WSRF and GT4, although the details are covered in Paper III.

3.4.2 Paper II

The second paper [10] presents the bank component of SGAS in some more
detail. As the coordinator of cross-site enforcement of Grid-wide quotas, the
bank is a key component in SGAS. The paper primarily focuses on the de-
sign of the bank, the three Web services that constitute the bank, and their
interactions.

The paper also describes the bank implementation, which was based on
OGSI and GT3. In fact, SGAS was one of the first projects to adopt the
service-oriented approach to Grid computing (that later on came to replace
the previous protocol-oriented approach) introduced by OGSI.

3.4.3 Paper III

Paper III [15] gives a comprehensive account of SGAS with an overall focus
on scalability improvements and performance evaluation. This paper empha-
sizes the generality of SGAS and outlines an abstract operation context for
SGAS by identifying and characterizing the system stakeholders. The paper
also describes a flexible allocation model based on the notion of (perishable)
time-stamped allocations, a mechanism that reduces the risk of imbalance be-
tween modelled capacity (credits) and actual capacity by continuously revoking
surplus credits.

The paper describes the virtualization of the bank service by distributing it
across several servers, as a means to balance load and improve overall scalabil-
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ity. The key enabler of the virtual bank is an abstract (location-independent)
naming scheme, which adds an extra level of name indirection by introducing
a generic name service that manages name-to-address mappings and handles
by-name resolution of addresses (similar to DNS). Each bank branch server
registers a name-to-address mapping for each account. A client refers to an
account by its abstract name, which is resolved to the endpoint address of the
account prior to invocation.

The paper also shares some experiences from SGAS middleware integration
(with GT4 [12] and ARC [31]), which together with the detailed explanation
of the JARM design may serve as a reference for future middleware integration
efforts.

Finally, the paper presents results from an extensive set of testbed experi-
ments that were conducted to evaluate SGAS performance, scalability, and its
performance impact on the underlying job submission software.

3.4.4 Paper IV

The fourth paper [9] describes the FSGrid system and its share-based capacity
allocation model. It is a conceptual paper that presents the overall idea and
illustrates general concepts of the FSGrid system, which enforces Grid-wide
fairshare policies that divide VO capacity between the VO users without sacri-
ficing the autonomy of participating sites, whose administrators retain ultimate
control over their resources. In essence, the FSGrid system strives to schedule
users for a share of the Grid.

The Grid capacity shares are enforced via a scheduling mechanism that
operates to deliver target shares across the Grid. This scheduling model is
based on cooperation between local resource schedulers and is referred to as
“decentralized Grid-wide fairshare scheduling”. The paper introduces the hi-
erarchical share policy model; it outlines how the FSGrid framework can be
integrated into existing schedulers as a simple fairshare priority factor callout;
and presents the “least-favored-first” share enforcement algorithm that delivers
Grid-wide capacity shares over time in a top-down manner.

The paper also covers an implementation of the system in a simulation
framework [6] that is used in the paper to illustrate the concepts and effects of
the share enforcement algorithm.

3.5 Related Work

Without usage regulation, a Grid threatens to fall victim to “the tragedy of the
commons” [16]. To prevent abusive usage and offer user groups differentiated
usage guarantees, the Grid requires mechanisms that allocate Grid capacity
between user groups. There are several systems that address (run-time) capac-
ity allocation in Grid environments. These systems can broadly be categorized
into three groups.
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(1) Quota enforcing accounting systems. These systems allow VOs to impose
usage limits on user groups. Users are (periodically) awarded credits that
represent Grid capacity such as CPU seconds1 that can be spent across
Grid resources. Resources prevent overuse by performing admission con-
trol based on project credit limits. SGAS belongs to this category of
resource allocation systems as well as Gold [19].

(2) Scheduling-based share enforcement. These solutions allocate resources by
means of share policies that divide aggregate VO capacity between user
groups, which are granted target shares of the total Grid capacity. These
target shares are delivered using scheduling-based mechanisms. FSGrid
belongs to this category as well as [8]. Whereas FSGrid resources enforce
share policies in a collective manner by coordinating local (batch system)
job scheduling with a global view on usage, [8] uses a combination of
global (resource broker) and local job scheduling.

(3) Computational economies. The common point in these systems is that
a market of computing resources is established where resource owners
act as suppliers and users act as consumers. In this market, competing
consumers and suppliers trade computing resources which results in a
market-driven resource allocation model where market forces (supply and
demand) control resource allocations. Examples of efforts that apply
market-based resource allocation are Catallaxy [1], GRACE [5], REXEC
[7], Tycoon [22], DGAS [27], and G-Commerce [44].

It should be stressed that this classification is neither intended to be exhaus-
tive nor absolute. We are not attempting to draw any hard conceptual lines
between these system; some systems may fit into more than one category and
the characteristics of different categories may overlap in several aspects. How-
ever, this rough classification allows some of the differences between existing
Grid resource allocation systems to be highlighted.

To contrast SGAS and FSGrid with market-based resource allocation sys-
tems, one might incisively say that SGAS and FSGrid supports a planned
economy approach to Grid resource allocation. However, SGAS offers plu-
gin support for different pricing mechanisms through which the fixed pricing
scheme used today in Swegrid can be replaced by a dynamic market-based
scheme.

Let us take a more detailed look at the inner workings of these mechanisms
in order to identify their similarities and differences.

• How are allocations expressed? Typically, allocations are expressed in
terms of credits as is the case for (1) and (3). In (2) allocations are
expressed in terms of shares.

1To account for machine differences, the credit currency unit could be performance-
normalized into “service units”.
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• What do allocations represent? In (1) and (2) allocations represent an
“absolute” Grid capacity share. An allocation entitles its owner to a
certain amount of usage over a limited time-frame. In (3), the value
of an allocation is relative and depends on market behavior. That is,
due to the unpredictable nature of market forces (supply and demand),
resource prices may vary over time, thereby affecting the relative value of
an allocation. Thus, in (3) the exact value of an allocation is not known
in advance.

• How are allocations enforced? Both (1) and (2) take a cooperative ap-
proach to allocation enforcement where the resources enforce usage limits
together in a collective effort. A competitive approach to allocation en-
forcement is used in (3), where resources compete for user requests and
users contend for resources. In (3), the actual trading mechanism may
differ between systems. Some of the possibilities are commodity markets,
auctioning, bartering, and bid-based proportional sharing [46].

• How are allocations awarded? As is the case with SGAS and FSGrid (dis-
cussed in Section 3.1), (1) and (2) typically use a policy-driven allocation
model where an allocation authority (such as SNAC [32]) periodically
refunds projects. The size of each allocation is decided by the allocation
authority, for example based on the merit or scientific value of a research
project. If allocations are traded for real money, the allotment size could
be determined by price. Much work on market-based resource allocation
systems lack a discussion on how allocations are awarded. The period-
ical allowance approach is, however, one alternative. This is sometimes
referred to as open-loop funding [22] where producers themselves do not
consume resources. Another approach for (3) is for users or sites to earn
credits by servicing requests from other users. These earnings can then
be spent on the Grid. This is referred to as a closed-loop funding [22] or a
peer-to-peer model where producers also act as consumers. This type of
resource bartering essentially leads to a zero-sum exchange of resources.

• How are allocations consumed? In all cases, allocations are consumed by
executing jobs on the Grid. The difference, however, lies in the degree
of user participation and control over the rate of consumption. In short,
consumption in (3) typically requires more user interaction than is neces-
sary in (1) and (2) – for better or worse. In (1) and (2) user participation
can be kept to a minimum. In principle, users can remain unaware of the
underlying allocation system, which transparently enforces usage limits.
In (3), users are often given more control over resource consumption. In
particular, users may express their value for resources, for example by
paying a higher price for a powerful resource or for high scheduling pri-
ority for an important job. Although such fine-grained task valuation
control is useful, it can be a mixed blessing. System designers must be
careful not to impose a too heavy additional burden on users by requir-
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ing too frequent user intervention2. Normally, few jobs require special
handling and to treat the special case as the common case is often a bad
idea from a user interaction perspective. The most common solution is
for user preferences to be interpreted by a software agent that acts in the
interest of their (human) clients.

3.5.1 SGAS Related Work

A comprehensive account of work related to SGAS is provided in Paper I and
Paper III. In summary, the Grid-wide accounting model is contrasted to ac-
counting and quota enforcement within a single HPC center, which is typically
simplified by being limited to single machines with a homogeneous run-time en-
vironment. The papers also explain the main contribution and differentiators
between SGAS and existing accounting-related efforts [2, 19, 27] with similar
functionality. In particular, SGAS distinguishes itself with its strong focus on
(Web services) standards and interoperability, its policy customization capa-
bilities, and the emphasis on lightweight integration into different middleware
and scheduling system combinations. Paper III contrasts SGAS to the dynamic
pricing models encountered in computational economies [1, 5, 7, 22, 27, 44], and
also highlights common misconceptions about market efficiency.

3.5.2 FSGrid Related Work

Previous efforts have investigated how to schedule for a share of a processor
[20, 23, 40, 41], a share of a computer cluster [18], and even a share of a site
[35]. The main novelty in the FSGrid scheduling framework lies in its scope.
In essence, FSGrid schedules users towards a share of the Grid.

Work on bandwidth sharing in network gateways essentially deals with the
same type of scheduling problem as FSGrid. That is, it also strives to divide
the capacity of a resource (bandwidth) among several contending users (data
streams). As such, it provides a good starting point for a discussion on FSGrid.
For a definition of fairness, the idealized model of Processor Sharing (PS) [21] is
commonly referred to. PS is a theoretical treatment of processor time-sharing
that captures the concept of “fair service” in a simple and precise manner.
PS models a scheduler that fairly divides the capacity of a resource between a
group of users by round-robin assignment of resource time slots to the users.
The PS construct is theoretical because it allows the scheduling quantum (the
duration of an execution time slot) to approach zero. Thus, capacity is di-
vided into infinitely small slots that are assigned to users in proportion to their
shares, which produces instantaneous fairness. Of course, such scheduling is
impossible to achieve in practice since time slots have to be assigned to users in
discrete quanta, irrespective of if we are considering processor time slots or link
transmission time slots. The PS approach can, however, be simulated, which

2In fact, the additional user burden of frequent interactive bidding is given by [22] as a
key explanation to the lack of operational market-based allocation systems.
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for example has been done in the context of bandwidth sharing by (Weighted)
Fair Queueing [17]. Since these solutions work with discrete scheduling quanta
each round of scheduling is bound to produce some (temporary) unfairness
between users.

As the scheduling quantum grows it gets more and more difficult to achieve
fairness in the short term. In the single CPU time-sharing case fairness can be
produced over very short time intervals (sub-second) [40, 41]. The short-term
fairness achievable in single processor time-sharing environments gets more dif-
ficult in computer clusters that use dedicated, space-shared (no time-sharing)
nodes with non-preemptive task scheduling. This produces a coarse-grained
scheduling model with the scheduling quantum being determined by job du-
ration (which can be several hours). Under such conditions, fairness can only
be achieved over longer time periods; hours or even days [18]. In FSGrid, we
have concentrated our efforts towards this type of cluster-based Grids, with
space-shared, non-preemptive scheduling of tasks.

An additional complicating factor for FSGrid is the distributed nature of
Grid environments. This means that scheduling needs to be coordinated across
the VO resources if target shares are to be delivered. Share enforcement in
FSGrid is performed via a distributed scheduling method where Grid resources
cooperate across site and organization boundaries to maintain the globally
scoped VO target shares. We refer to this as decentralized Grid-wide fairshare
scheduling. Another problem has to do with resource heterogeneity. That
is, the system needs to take differing performance characteristics of machines
(which affects the rate of delivered capacity) in order to achieve fairness. Thus,
past usage of users needs to be measured in some normalized form to account
for machine differences.

The share policies that are considered in FSGrid are hierarchically struc-
tured into a share tree where shares may be recursively subdivided into a
number of sub-shares, each granted a portion of the parent share. A similar
hierarchical approach for bandwidth sharing is described in [17]. Due to the
top-down, level-by-level enforcement of shares, FSGrid performs “subgroup iso-
lation”. In essence, this means that idle shares are evenly divided among active
sibling policy entries in the share tree. Thus, an idle leaf node in the share tree
does not prevent the shares of internal tree nodes (representing a larger group
of users) from being delivered. Note that simply converting the share tree to a
single-level share distribution by “flattening” the share tree via recursive share
multiplication does not achieve this isolation of share policy subtrees. The
share enforcement algorithm of FSGrid is described in more detail in Paper
IV.

For additional work related to FSGrid see paper IV.
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3.6 Discussion

Despite being different solutions to the same overarching problem, SGAS and
FSGrid are in fact two quite different solutions to the problem of allocating
Grid capacity. This section presents a comparison between SGAS and FSGrid
(Section 3.6.1) and also discusses some open issues and directions for future
work (Section 3.6.2).

3.6.1 A Comparison of the Systems

The primary difference between FSGrid and SGAS is the way that they model
Grid capacity. In SGAS, capacity allotments are modelled via credit-based us-
age limits, whereas FSGrid uses share policies to model capacity entitlements.
Both of these allocations represent time-limited capacity shares of the Grid.
However, the allocations differ in what capacity they model. SGAS quotas
represent “soft reservations” of future, undelivered capacity whereas FSGrid
shares refer to delivered capacity. A problem with the SGAS model is that
unused capacity may cause an imbalance between the modelled capacity (the
amount of credits in circulation) and the actual available capacity. This prob-
lem is described in more detail in Paper III.

FSGrid and SGAS are integrated at different levels of the computing re-
source software stack. SGAS is integrated at the Grid middleware level, as
an authorization mechanism in the job submission interface. FSGrid, on the
other hand, requires low-level integration as a job priority calculator within the
local cluster scheduler. These different levels of integration result in different
enforcement properties. SGAS, as a high-level Grid authorization mechanism
may reject quota-exceeding jobs, thereby performing more coarse-grained en-
forcement of hard usage limits to prevent overuse. FSGrid, as a low-level
job priority calculator in the scheduler, only steers local resource utilization
towards the (global) target shares via job priority values, in an attempt to
achieve Grid-wide fairness.

Due to its placement in the software stack, FSGrid does not deny Grid jobs
access to the resource and is therefore unable to prevent overuse and protect
from Grid overload or congestion. An attractive solution to resolve this problem
is to run FSGrid and SGAS in concert. In fact, these mechanisms complement
each other. SGAS protects from overuse while FSGrid achieves more fine-
grained fairness. Furthermore, the usage logging facility (LUTS) provided by
SGAS can be used by the FSGrid scheduling framework as a means to collect
VO-wide usage data.

The allocation model of SGAS is “flat” in the sense that there is no mech-
anism to further divide the account quota between account members. That is,
SGAS has no notion of sub-allocations. This is supported by FSGrid, which
can establish hierarchical share policies where a share can be subdivided be-
tween different subgroups, so that subgroups are granted a share of the parent
share. The hierarchical allocation model supports a delegation-based allocation
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process that simplifies the work of the allocation authority, which only needs to
distribute Grid capacity across a set of VO projects. The allocation authority
could delegate further division of project shares between subgroups to a project
manager, which in turn could delegate definition of subgroup shares, and so
on.

In SGAS, the bank serves as a coordinator of quota enforcement by pro-
viding a VO-wide view of projects’ resource consumption. Thus, if the bank
is unreachable quota enforcement becomes difficult in SGAS. Jobs could be al-
lowed to proceed without admission control, however, corrective debits would
need to be made when bank contact is reestablished and furthermore, over-
draft protection would be disabled during bank downtime. The enforcement
mechanism of FSGrid is not as sensitive to faults as SGAS. FSGrid can handle
(temporary) faults to the Grid-wide usage logging system. If the global usage
data source is unavailable, enforcement continues in a “best effort” manner.
That is, perfectly consistent, real-time usage data is not critical to share en-
forcement in FSGrid, although usage data freshness affects the target share
convergence rate. Simply put, up-to-date usage data improves scheduling ac-
curacy.

3.6.2 Open Issues and Future Work

This section discusses some issues of the presented capacity allocation mecha-
nisms that are subject to further investigation.

Neither SGAS nor FSGrid provide users with sufficient incentive to volun-
tarily spread their workloads in space and time. That is, there is no built-in
mechanism that encourages users to move their work to less loaded machines
or less powerful machines nor to back off at times of high contention for re-
sources. One could, however, argue that load balancing across resources and
congestion avoidance (via backoff algorithms) should be natural side-effects of
any sensible resource broker. Furthermore, jobs could be distributed over less
attractive times (such as nights and weekends) via a “Grid-level batch system”
– a component through which jobs can be submitted for later Grid execution
without user interaction. Another approach, similar to the one used in some
market-based allocation systems, would be to incorporate a dynamic pricing
scheme in SGAS with a resource price model that is sensitive to load variations
by attracting users to lightly loaded resources with low prices and vice versa.

There is no support for per-task QoS differentiation. That is, there is cur-
rently no means for users to express the importance of different jobs. Therefore,
the resources will take no action to execute the jobs in a particular order. Al-
though such functionality could be useful, it may be of secondary importance
considering the typical “bag-of-task” computations that are currently executed
in scientific Grid environments. Alternative solutions that resolve this issue
can be conceived in both frameworks. Within the quota enforcement context
of SGAS, one could envision a solution where important jobs can be given pref-
erence, for example via advance reservations or job scheduling priority boosts.
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To prevent abusive usage of such functionality and discourage users from mark-
ing all jobs as important, an additional fee could be charged for advance reser-
vations or priority boosts. Thus, in order to run a prioritized job, the user
would need to sacrifice some normal priority, “best effort” jobs. In the case of
FSGrid, a similar mechanism could be achieved with a job importance factor
that affects the relative ordering of jobs from the same user. The user-specified
importance factor could be incorporated into the share enforcement algorithm
by adding it as the least significant “digit” of the target deviation tuple (refer
to Paper IV for details). It would thus not affect when the next job for the
user is scheduled, only what that job will be. Furthermore, it would only allow
the user to prioritize among his jobs on the targeted resource.

It is important to stress that the target shares in FSGrid do not represent
hard limits. Rather, they represent usage guarantees that can only be met if
the share owner submits an amount of work that is at least proportional to his
share size. The enforcement algorithm requires active users to be able to deliver
shares, since shares are only enforced when there is contention for resources.
A job that is submitted to a cluster with free compute nodes is immediately
awarded a CPU.

In fact, this is a potential source of “unfairness”. Users that receive a large
amount of service during contention-free periods are penalized when idle users
become active again and contention for resources arises. The reason is the
scheduling algorithm’s built-in memory of past usage. During the contention-
free period, the “over-consumer” has been awarded a disproportionate share of
resources and until the other users have caught up (that is, been compensated
by the least-favored-first algorithm) and sufficient decay has been applied to the
usage, the over-consumer will receive little or no service. During this period,
the over-consumer will see a significant increase in job turnaround times as his
jobs get stuck in scheduler queues. Thus, there is a good chance that the over-
consumer will feel excessively punished (considering that he has only made use
of idle resources). The explanation that the user is indeed being treated fairly
seen over a longer time-period, is likely to fall on deaf ears.

Thus, starvation of over-consumers as the system compensates trailing users
can be an issue in fairshare scheduling. A potential way of addressing this
problem would be to apply a model where past usage has no or very little
bearing on present service levels. When determining the actual usage of a
project, such a solution would completely disregard from historical usage or
keep a very short usage history and primarily take the present situation into
account3. Thus, users would not be retroactively penalized for overconsumption
of spare capacity. A history-less approach thus shifts the aim from delivering
accumulated service proportional to shares, towards a model that strives to
achieve a rate of service proportional to shares. The approach could make
use of the existing framework design, the only difference would be how to
determine actual usage. However, a history-less solution is likely to require

3A predictive model could also be applied that determines actual usage from the runtime
estimations of running jobs, as discussed in Paper IV.
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rapid, quasi-realtime dissemination of the present usage situation between the
cooperating resource schedulers in the Grid in order to achieve sufficiently
accurate scheduling. Another problem with a history-less approach is that it
would make it difficult to execute multi-processor jobs. During contention, large
jobs need the usage history in order to “earn” the right to execute by waiting
for usage to drop sufficiently far behind the target share. A few simulations
have been conducted that seem to suggest that the history-less model may
hold some promise for certain usage scenarios. However, the topic needs much
further investigation.

Although simulations are able to provide valuable insights and indications
of plausible effects of system operation, they do not capture all aspects of a real
system. Therefore, an important part of the future work is to develop a FSGrid
prototype and integrate it with a batch system scheduler such as Maui [18], as
sketched in Paper IV. Besides serving as a proof-of-concept and confirming cor-
rect operation in real-world settings, an implementation will allow us to study
the effects of “conflicting” scheduler mechanisms on FSGrid operation that
were not accounted for in the simulations. Such potentially conflicting mech-
anisms include local scheduling policies, backfilling, and advance reservations.
Many priority-based schedulers (such as Maui), can accommodate different
scheduling policies4. These different policies are usually represented as priority
factors and the impact of each factor on overall scheduling is determined by
a weight. It would be interesting to investigate how dependent share enforce-
ment accuracy is on the size of the fairshare priority factor weight. Backfilling
[18] is a scheduling mechanism that allows short jobs to be executed out-of-
order (priority-wise), by filling “scheduling gaps”. Backfilling thus improves
utilization at the expense of fairness. The effect of backfilling on Grid-wide
fairshare scheduling needs to be evaluated, however it is clear that backfilling
favors projects with a workload consisting of many short duration jobs. Ad-
vance reservations, which is supported by some schedulers, typically circumvent
the priority system and hence the share enforcement system. However, since
“best-effort” service suffices for most jobs, the use of advance reservations may
not have a large impact on fairness. Nevertheless, it is a potential problem
spot.

4Taking aspects such as queue time, QoS group, and fairshare target of a job into account.
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